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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION
Social tagging systems, such as del.icio.us1 [8, 11], Flickr2
[16], rawsugar3 [14], citeulike4 [25], and LibraryThing5 have
recently emerged as an eﬀective and convenient way for users
to label and organize large collections of resources. Compared to traditional centrally organized systems, such as
university library system, which are based on controlled vocabularies, social tagging systems have the advantages that
users can annotate resources with free-form tags. This leverages users’ collaborative creation and understanding to resources [21], and is a more appropriate way to describe the
ever-changing and wide-ranging corpora on the Web [30].
Although having diﬀerence in types of tagging resources,
such as documents, URLs, images and so on, social tagging
systems share basic functions. They allow users to bookmark resources, and resources can be retrieved by using any
of the tags used to describe the resource. Besides the personal usage, an element of social interaction is also introduced. Social tagging systems allow users to share their
publicly-saved resources and tags for these resources. The
main service is called discovery and discovery means ﬁnding
useful resources through tags. For example, a user who is
interested in things about Obama can ﬁrst search for the tag
obama and then click certain links in that category. Thus,
social tagging systems not only provide users with an eﬀective way to enhance resources management, but also enable
them to share vast amounts of resources.
After investigating del.icio.us, the most popular social tagging system for tagging URLs, we summarize the services
that users can use to explore resources. Services provided
by other social tagging systems are similar. Four services
users can use are listed below:

Social tagging systems have recently emerged as an eﬀective way for users to annotate and organize large collections
of resources on the Web. Moreover, they also facilitate an
eﬃcient sharing of vast amounts of resources among diﬀerent users. In this paper, we analyze tags’ usage pattern in
real world data sets and ﬁnd that among tags representing
the same concept, some tags are less popular, resulting in
reduced exploring eﬀectiveness in the current social tagging
systems. Another limitation is that users cannot roll-up or
drill-down the concept hierarchy of tag queries, resulting
in the limited scope of service and a failure to meet users’
dynamic information needs which often change with the
current information provided. In order to overcome these
shortcomings, we propose a novel three-phase approach as
the following: (1) ﬁnding semantically-related tags for tag
query; (2) constructing clusters of tags representing the same
concept; and (3) building hierarchical relationships among
clusters of tags. Based on our approaches, horizontal and
hierarchical exploration can be implemented. Experiments
employing real world dataset show encouraging results and
conﬁrm that the proposed approaches are very eﬀective.
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4. Choose tags from a list of tags that are related to a
tag the user is currently investigating.

2. Constructing clusters of tags representing the same
concept among semantically-related tags.

According to the above four approaches, it can be concluded that currently social tagging systems have provided
eﬀective services for users who do not have some speciﬁc
demands but just want to wander in the social tagging system in order to ﬁnd some interesting things. However, some
diﬃculties will occur when searching for speciﬁc concept in
tagging systems. These diﬃculties mainly happens in two
scenarios.
The ﬁrst scenario is that when a user types a speciﬁc tag
query into social tagging systems, he or she may ﬁnd that
not only very few results are returned, but also qualities of
returned results are not satisfactory. This limitation comes
from the fact that people from diﬀerent countries or diﬀerent cities all over the world may use diﬀerent vocabularies
to tag the same concept. Without loss of generality, taking English as an example, observing people coming from
English-as-ﬁrst-language countries, such as UK and USA,
people from English-as-second-language countries, such as
China and Japan, there is a large variation in vocabularies
[4]. For example, in US, “mother tongue” is used to represent the concept “one’s native language”, while “mother
language” is more commonly used to represent the same concept in China. Even people from countries with the same
native language may tag a concept with diﬀerent vocabularies, owing to their diﬀerent language habits. Taking vocabularies in American English and British English for example,
“chips” is used in British English while “french fries” is used
in American English. There are plenty of similar vocabulary
diﬀerences that can be found. Now that one concept can be
described by diﬀerent vocabularies, which are expressed as
tags here, it is natural that some tags are used by a group of
people while other tags are used by another group, though
these two sets of tags can represent same concept. Also it is
very likely that some tags may be less popular than others
in describing the same concept. If a user unluckily types a
less popular tag to explore, there is a good chance that he
or she gets bad results.
The second scenario is that after getting results of a tag
query, the user may want to know more if current results
do not represent his or her interests [10]. On one side, a
user may want to roll-up the concept of a tag query, meaning climbing up a concept hierarchy of a tag query. On the
other side, the user is likely to drill-down the concept of
a tag query, meaning navigating from less detailed data to
more detailed data which can be realized by stepping down
a concept hierarchy of a tag query. For example, after investigating results returned by typing car, the user may want
to drill-down to a brand of car, for example, BMW.
In this paper, we propose a novel three-phase approach to
overcome the above limitations. Our three-phase approach
is based on the insightful investigation and observation on
the user generated tags in real-world social tagging systems.
Our three-phase approach is listed as follows:

3. Building hierarchical relations among clusters of tags
that represent the same concept.
This three-phase approach is proposed based on three reasonable assumptions:
Assumption 1. If two tags are semantically-related to each
other, they may be used to annotate the same or similar
resources. The idea of this assumption is related to [22,
24, 27]. Turney in [27] used the PMI-IR algorithm to determine whether two words are synonyms. This method
used returned results of search engine and was based on the
assumption that two similar words have a tendency to cooccur, which means two words can often cover same documents. Shen et al. in [24] judged whether two search queries
are related based on the assumption that if two queries are
related to each other, they should share some of the same
or similar clicked Web pages. Because tags can represent
human being’s judgments about resources as claimed in [17,
31], it is natural for us make this assumption. With this
assumption, we can generate the set of semantically-related
tags for a tag query.
Assumption 2. If two tags can represent the same concept, not only are they usually used to annotate the same or
similar resources, but also when tagging the same resource,
the co-occurrening tags of these two tags used by diﬀerent
users should be similar. Taking annotating URL for example, for a URL talking about a new model of bmw, one user
may use car, bmw, and model to annotate it, while another
user may use automobile, bmw, and model to describe this.
We propose our method for constructing clusters of tags representing the same concept based on this assumption.
Assumption 3. Our third assumption for building hierarchical relationships among clusters of tags that represent
same concept is that if we have two clusters of tags, denoted
as c1 and c2 here, c1 subsumes c2 if most objects annotated
by tags in c2 also have similar objects annotated by tags in
c1, while only part of objects annotated by tags in c1 have
similar objects annotated by tags in c2. This assumption
is related to the idea term subsumption in [20]. Term subsumption means that for two terms t1 and t2, t1 subsumes
t2 if the documents in which t2 occurs are a subset of the
documents in which t1 occurs.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related work. Section 3 presents the details of our threephase approach. Section 4 ﬁrst analyzes the real-world data
set we use for this paper, then presents and discusses our
experimental results. Section 5 concludes the entire paper.

2. RELATED WORK
The vital growth of social tagging systems, which is a form
of social media systems [18, 19], has created many interesting
and challenging problems to the research community. Our
work is most related to the problem of ﬁnding related tags
and building hierarchical relationships among tags in social
tagging systems.
Finding related tags in social tagging systems has been
a hot research topic recently. Begelman et al. in [3] applied the “Co-tags” relation to construct a relation graph of

1. Generating semantically-related tags for each tag query.
For a given tag query, we will generate semanticallyrelated tags for it, by “semantically-related tags” we
mean tags that can be rolled-up from the concept hierarchy of this tag query, tags that can be drilled-down
from the concept hierarchy of this tag query, or tags
on the same concept hierarchy level of this tag query.
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For each URL in data set, there may be several users annotating it with one tag or a combination of several tags. In
order to represent this phenomenon, we introduce a deﬁnition Post.
Post One post means one user uses one tag or a combination
of several tags to annotate one URL. A formal expression of
Post is expressed as follows:

tags, and then recursively run a partition algorithm to construct a tag cluster to ﬁnd related tags. Heymann et al. in
[12] proposed tag-based association rules method to do tag
prediction, giving a deeper understanding into the relationships between tags. Li et al. in [17] proposed that patterns
of frequent co-occurrences of user tags can be used to characterize and capture topics of user interests, because these
co-occurrence tags are related and can be grouped to represent topics. These approaches can only ﬁnd related tags
that have co-occurrence property, while failing to ﬁnd related tags which do not co-occur. Our approach is diﬀerent
because our work is based on the observation that if tags are
semantically-related to one another, they are usually used to
annotate the same or similar resources.
In addition, several tasks have been proposed to build hierarchical relationships among tags. Kome in [15] showed
that hierarchical relationships can be implicitly found in
tagging systems. Heyman et al. in [10] presented a simple algorithm to automatically convert tags associated to
objects into a hierarchical taxonomy. Schwarzkopf et al. in
[23] proposed a way of creating taxonomic structure from a
set of association rules. However, all these tasks only build
hierarchical relationships between single tags. Our work is
diﬀerent from these tasks because our work builds hierarchical relationships among clusters of tags representing the
same concept.

3.

postij = (urli , userj , tagsetij ),
where tagsetij is a set of tags, which records tags used by
userj to annotate urli .
Based on the deﬁnition of Post, we further use
Pi = {postij |∀j}
to express the post set of urli . These formulas will be used
throughout the subsequent discussion.

3.2 Generating Semantically Related Tags
It has been argued that if two tags are semantically-related
to each other, they may be used to annotate the same or
similar URLs. So we can generate the set of related tags
for a tag query. By “semantically-related tags” we mean
tags that can be rolled-up or drilled-down from the concept
hierarchy of a tag query or tags that are on the same concept
hierarchy level of this tag query. Here we introduce a novel
measure method Coverage Rate to measure whether two tags
are semantically related.
Coverage Rate Given two tags tagi and tagj , the Coverage
Rate of tagi and tagj measures how much resources covered
by tagi can also covered by tagj . In other words, coverage
rate measures how much resources annotated by tagi have
the same or similar URLs annotated by tagj . Formal deﬁnition for Coverage Rate CR(tagi , tagj ) is deﬁned by Eq. (1):

max sim(urlin , urljm )
n=1...N m=1...M
. (1)
CR(tagi , tagj ) =
N

OUR APPROACH

In this section, we will ﬁrst deﬁne some formulas for our
approach, then in subsequent subsections, we will present
our three-phase approach for building hierarchical relationships among clusters of tags representing the same concept
in detail.

3.1 Preliminaries
Our three-phase approach for building hierarchical relations among clusters of tags that represent the same concept
is the following: (1) Generate semantically-related tags for
each tag query; (2) Construct clusters of tags that represent
the same concept among related tags; (3) Build hierarchical
relationships among the clusters of tags that represent the
same concept.
Without loss of generality, in our formula we will use a
special type of Web resource URL to represent the resource
in order to increase the clarity of the paper.
We ﬁrst deﬁne the set of URLs U RLset, the set of users
U SERset, the set of tags T AGset. The data sets are deﬁned
as following:

In Eq. (1), urlin ∈ U (tagi ) and urljm ∈ U (tagj ), and
U (tagi ) means the set of URLs annotated by tag tagi , and
U (tagj ) means the set of URLs annotated by tag tagj . N is
the total number of URLs annotated by tagi , and M is the
total number of URLs annotated by tagj . sim(urlin , urljm )
measures the similarity between urlin and urljm . Before discussing similarity measure method, we ﬁrst need to develop
an eﬀective and eﬃcient way to represent a URL. Diﬀerent
from traditional tf -idf representation, here we utilize millions of tags in social tagging systems to develop a new way
to express a URL which we call it Social Expression of a
URL.
Social Expression Social Expression utilizes users’ understanding and description of URLs in the form of tags annotated with URLs, which leverages millions of tags in social
tagging systems and is an eﬀective and eﬃcient way to describe URLs and there is even no need to analyze original
Web contents of URLs. Formal expression of Social Expression of one URL SE(urli ) is deﬁned in Eq. (2):

U RLset = {urli }Ii=1 ,
U SERset = {userj }Jj=1 ,
T AGset = {tagx }n
x=1 .
Here I is the total number of unique URLs in the tagging
system, J is total number of unique users in the tagging
system, and n is the total number of unique tags in the
tagging system. Then we construct a vector of tags from
TAGset:

SE(urli ) ∈ Rn ,
where the x-th element, SE(urli )[x] , is

1 if tagx ∈ tagseturli ,
SE(urli )[x] =
0 otherwise,

tagvector = [tag1 , tag2 , . . . , tagx , . . . , tagn ]T , tagx ∈ T AGset,
where tags in tagvector are sorted alphabetically.
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(2)

ctkin , which is the context of tagk in postin is very similar
to ctmio , which is the context of tagm in postio . Based on
this observation, we can deﬁne the context-based similarity,
simct(tagki , tagmj ), between tagki and tagmj as follows:

and tagx is the x-th element in tagvector with
tagseturli = {tagy | tagy is used by at least one
user to annotate urli once.}
In Eq. (2), elements in SE(urli ) reﬂect which tags have
been used by some user to annotate urli . Because tags are
a reﬂection of users’ understanding and description of this
URL. The fact that, tags are appropriate to represent human
being’s judgements about Web content has been argued by
[17, 26].
Based on the deﬁnition of Social Expression, we can use
some similarity measure method to calculate the similarity between two URLs, generally cosine similarity is used.
Then, based on the understanding that semantically-related
tags for a tag query are tags that can be rolled-up from the
concept hierarchy of this tag query, tags that can be drilleddown from the concept hierarchy of this tag query or tags
that are on the same concept hierarchical level of this tag
query, we can come up with a method to judge whether a
tagj is semantically-related to tagi . The method is deﬁne in
Eq. (3):
CR(tagi , tagj ) > θ1 and CR(tagj , tagi ) > θ1 .

simct(tagki , tagmj ) =
 
max sim(ct
n=1...N o=1...O

0

context sim(tagk , tagm ) =



simct(tagki , tagmj ) +
i=1...I j=1...J

(5)



j=1...J i=1...I

simct(tagmj , tagki )

2N C

.
(6)

In Eq. (6), N C means number of times both tagk and
tagm are used to annotate a same URL.
Also, we can know that if two tags can represent the same
concept, they may be used to annotate some same URLs, so
we also consider this factor. Now we can deﬁne the similarity measure sim(tagk , tagm ) between tags tagk and tagm in
Eq. (7).

3.3 Constructing Clusters of Tags
Representing Same Concept
Based on assumption 2, if two tags can represent one same
concept, not only are they usually used to annotate the same
or similar resources, but also when tagging a same resource,
the co-occurring tags of these two tags used by diﬀerent users
should be similar. In the following section, we will show
details of our approach for constructing clusters of tags that
represent same concept.
In social tagging systems, when tagk (the k-th tag in
tagvector) is used by userj to describe urli , it is very likely
that several other tags are also used by the userj to annotate
urli . We deﬁne these co-occurring tags of tagk in one Post
postij as tagk ’s context in this post postij . Here we give a
formal deﬁnition of context of tagk in postij in Eq. (4):
ctkij ∈ Rn ,

i = j, n = o .
i = j

In Eq. (5), tagki means tagk is annotated by at least one
user to URL urli , tagmj means tagm is annotated by at
least one user to URL urlj . Meanings of ctkin and ctmjo
have been deﬁned in Eq. (4). N is number of users who
use tagk to annotate urli and O is number of users who
use tagm to annotate urlj . Equation (5) measures similarity between two tags for a URL given two tags’ separate
context. In Eq. (5), sim(ctkin , ctmjo ) measures similarity
between two context, according to Eq. (4), ctkin is context
of tagk in postin and ctmjo is context of tagm in postjo .
There are a number of similarity measures for this, generally cosine similarity will be considered. Now, based on
Eq. (5), we can deﬁne the context-based similarity measure
context sim(tagk , tagm ) between two tags tagk and tagm in
Eq. (6).

(3)

Requirement of Eq. (3) not only greatly avoid the eﬀect
of noise in social tagging systems, but also it has considered
concept of tagj can be rolled-up from the concept hierarchy of tagi , or concept of tagj can be drilled-down from the
concept hierarchy of tagi , or concept of tagj is on the same
hierarchy level of concept hierarchy of tagi . It implies that
two tags are semantically-related in one social tagging system because there are a certain amount of URLs annotated
by one tag also have similar URLs annotated by another tag.

kin ,ctmjo )

N

+ NC
O
2
+ (1 − a) × context sim(tagk , tagm ).(7)

sim(tagk , tagm ) = a ×

NC
N

In Eq. (7), N C means number of times both tagk and
tagm are used to annotate a same URL. N is number of
URLs that has been annotated with tagk , O is number of
URLs that has been annotated with tagm . The contextbased similarity measure context sim(tagk , tagm ) has been
deﬁned in Eq. (6). So Eq. (7) can give an approximation to
measure similarity between tagk and tagm . After proposing
similarity measure function between two tags, we can compute the similarity score between pairs of tags and construct
a similarity matrix, then we use a state-of-the-art clustering
technique, correlation clustering to automatically cluster the
tags. Correlation clustering contains the advantage of determining the optimal number of clusters k without specifying
beforehand [2], it has been applied to some applications successfully [6, 7].

(4)

where the x-th element ctkij[x] is deﬁned as

1 if tagx ∈ tagsetij ,k = x,
ctkij[x] =
0 otherwise,
and tagx is the x-th element in tagvector with
tagsetij = {tagy | tagy is used by
userj to annotate urli .}
For two tags tagk and tagm , if they can represent the
same concept and they are used by two diﬀerent users usern
and usero to annotate one URL urli , it is very likely that
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3.4 Building Hierarchical Relations Among
Clusters of Tags

an activity that one user uses a tag or a combination of
several tags to annotate one URL. We can see that the majority of users ﬁnish a small number of annotations, while
a handful of users accomplish the most annotations. The
distribution matches the standard skewed distributions of
other activities in online spaces such as Witkey sites [28],
wikis [13], question answer forums [1], and search activities
[5, 9].
URLs’ annotation. Figure 1(b) shows the distribution
of URLs’ annotation activity in a log-log scale. Here one
annotation means a URL is annotated by a user with one
tag or a combination of several tags.
In Fig. 1(b), we can see that the distribution of points
follows the power law distribution, which means that the
majority of URLs are less annotated, while a small portion
of URLs are annotated more often.
Tags’ usage frequency. Figure 1(c) shows the distribution
of tags’ usage frequency. In the ﬁgure, the meaning of one
annotation is that a tag is used by a user to annotate a URL.

Following our third assumption, We can determine hierarchical relationships among clusters of tags. For two clusters
of tags, denoted as c1 and c2 here, c1 subsumes c2 if most
resources annotated by tags in c2 also have similar resources
annotated by tags in c1, while only part of resources annotated by tags in c1 have similar resources annotated by tags
in c2. In the following section, we will formulate this idea.
Because we have deﬁned the concept of Coverage Rate, we
can use it to generate the rule determining hierarchical relationships among clusters of tags. First we will formulate
the Coverage Rate between two clusters in Eq. (8).


CR(tij , tkm )
CR(ci , ck ) =

j=1...J m=1...M

J ×M

, tij ∈ ci , tkm ∈ ck .

(8)
Based on Eq. (8), we can get the rule for determining
hierarchical relations between two clusters.
clusterci subsumes cluster ck
if CR(ck , ci ) − CR(ci , ck ) > θ2 .
clusterck subsumes cluster ci
if CR(ci , ck ) − CR(ck , ci ) > θ2 .
Otherwise ci and ck is on the same level.

4.

4.2 Generating Semantically Related Tags
The goal of the step of generating semantically-related
tags is to generate the set of related tags for a tag query. In
the paper, semantically-related tags mean tags that can be
rolled-up from the concept hierarchy of this tag query, tags
that can be drilled-down from the concept hierarchy of this
tag query, and tags that are on the same level of the concept
of this tag query. To study the eﬀectiveness our method for
generating semantically-related tags, we randomly sampled
15 seed tags from the data set, these 15 seed tags come from
concepts of several ﬁelds, and without loss of generality, all
these 15 words are English words. Several semantically related tags for each seed tag are randomly sampled, resulting
in totally 64 tags. These 64 have potential hierarchical relationships among them. Three human experts are invited
to label whether a tag is semantically-related to another
tag based on their personal understanding. A ground truth
labeling result on whether a tag is semantically-related to
another is developed based on a majority voting strategy
that applied to three human experts’ labeling results. Table
2 shows some examples of semantically-related tags for some
seed tags.

(9)
(10)
(11)

EXPERIMENTATION

4.1 Data Set
4.1.1 Data Collection
The data used for this paper was obtained by systematically crawling the del.icio.us portals during December of
2006. del.icio.us is a very popular social tagging system. In
del.icio.us, users can bookmark their interested URLs, then
add one tag or several tags to describe the bookmark according to their personal understanding. If the bookmark is
publicly-saved, tags added to it also can be used for search
by other users. In addition, users can add their own tags to
the bookmark pointing to the same URLs independently.
In the crawling activity, each bookmark we crawl consists
of URL, user, and tags annotated to the URL by this user.
For all the users contained in the data set, almost complete
information about their postings was collected. The basic
statistics of the crawled data are summarized in Table 1.

Table 2: Examples of semantically-related tags for
tag queries
Tag query
nikon
automobile
windows

Table 1: Statistics of the crawled data sets
users
532,924

tags
2,473,657

resources
17,262,475

Sample semantically-related tags
panasonic, camera
audi, bmw, car
pc, tool, os, unix,computer

For all the sampled 64 tags, we use our approach to generate semantically-related tags for each tag. Figure 2(a) shows
the accuracy of our method for generating semanticallyrelated tags when we change the threshold. We use Eq. (12)
to calculate the accuracy:

4.1.2 Distribution Analysis
After collecting the data, we analyze distribution of the
data. We analyze our data from three aspects, users’ participation, URLs’ annotation, and tags’ usage frequencies.
Users’ Participation. As in the majority of online communities, users’ participation is unevenly distributed. Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of users’ participation.
Figure 1(a) shows the frequency distribution of the users’
annotations in the log-log scale. Here one annotation means

accuracy =

Nc
,
Nt

(12)

where Nc is total number of correct generated semanticallyrelated tags for all tag queries. Nt is total number of generated semantically-related tags for all tag queries. Figure
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quency.
Figure 1: Distribution analysis of dataset.
a low concept level and can represent the same concept, such
as bmw and audi comparing to automobile and car, they
will have a relatively high context similarity, which is the
second part of Eq. (7); if two tags are from diﬀerent concept
level, they will have ordinary similarity score in both parts.
Based on this meaningful observation, we apply a heuristic
way to dynamically change the value of a to adjust weights
of two parts in Eq. (7). Figure 3 demonstrates results of
constructing clusters of tags representing same concept for
three sample groups of semantically-related tags.

2(b) shows the average number of generated semanticallyrelated tags for each tag when changing the threshold. We
can see that our methods to generate semantically-related
tags achieves promising performance.

4.3 Constructing Clusters of Tags
Representing Same Concept
After testing our method of generating semantically-related
tags for tag queries, we test our approach to construct clusters of tags representing same concept among each group of
semantically-related tags generated by our approach. Here
we select three sample groups of semantically-related tags
generated by our approach that are from three diﬀerent domains, to demonstrate our method’s eﬀectiveness in constructing clusters of tags representing same concept. These
three groups of tags are listed in Table 3. The ﬁrst tag in
each group is the tag query, which means that other tags in
its group is its semantically-related tags generated by our
method.
Table 3: Three groups of semantically-related tags
generated by our approach
Domain
Autos
Shopping
Computer

Groups of semantically-related tags
automobile, audi, bmw, car
fashion, shop, store, style, clothes
windows, pc, tool, os, unix,computer

Figure 3: Constructing clusters of tags representing
same concept among sample groups
From the result we can see that our method of constructing clusters of tags representing same concept is very eﬀective.

According to Eq. (7), we can know that the similarity
measure between two tags tagk and tagm are consisted of two
parts, the ﬁrst part reﬂects percentage of number of URLs
that are annotated by two tags, the second part reﬂect the
similarity of tag context. In our experiment, we found an
interesting observation that if two tags are both on a high
concept level and can represent the same concept, which
means that two tags are relatively abstract concepts, such
as automobile and car comparing to bmw and audi, they
will have a relatively high percentage of URLs that have
been annotated with both tags, in other words, the similarity
score in the ﬁrst part is relatively big; if two tags are both on

4.4 Building Hierarchical Relations Among
Clusters of Tags
To test our method’s eﬀectiveness in building hierarchical relations among clusters of tags, we use previous experiment’s results as this experiment’s input, and check whether
hierarchical relations in results can reﬂect real world’s concept hierarchy. We choose the threshold in Eq. (9) and
Eq. (10) as 0.03. Figure 4 demonstrates results of building hierarchical relations among clusters of tags.
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Figure 2: Results of generating semantically related tags.
method to solve the problem of tag ambiguity. For example,
a tag “apple” is transformed to “apple-fruit” if it occurs with
“pie”, while transformed to “apple-company” if it occurs with
“iPhone”.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a three-phase approach,
which is generating semantically-related tags, constructing
clusters of tags representing same concept, and building hierarchical relations among clusters of tags, to explore tagging wisdom. We put forward the concept Coverage Rate
which is shown to be useful in measuring whether two tags
are semantically-related. We also put forward the concept
of a tag’s context to reﬂect an activity that a user uses this
tag and several other tags to annotate a URL, and tags’
context is utilized to help construct clusters of tags representing same concept. The experimental results employing
the real world data set help validate the eﬀectiveness of our
methods.
We plan to extend our methods to tackle the problem of
tag ambiguity in our future work. We also hope to apply our
methods to more applications including tag query suggestion
and tag query expansion.

Figure 4: Building hierarchical relations among clusters of tags

From the results of building hierarchical relations among
clusters of tags, we can ﬁnd only one result that does not
reﬂect the real world’s concept hierarchy. It is cluster of tags
{windows, tool, unix} subsumes cluster of tag {os}, which
is diﬀerent from the view of real world’s concept hierarchy.
After checking the data set, we ﬁnd that the tag windows is
not only used to annotate a URL which mainly discusses this
type of operating system, but also it is often used to annotate
URLs that discuss software that runs on windows platform,
then in this situation a tag that represents a higher concept
such as os won’t be used. The phenomenon is similar for tag
unix. However, this is a rare failure in the dataset, it only
happens when a tag is used to annotate URLs in which this
tag does not reﬂect the key point of the URL but rather is
used to help remember other tags that reﬂect the key point
of the URL.
Remark. It may be argued that the eﬀectiveness of our
methods may be aﬀected by the problem of tag ambiguity. However, recently, Yeung et al. in [29] proposes a kNearest-Neighbor Method to tackle the problem of tag ambiguity in social tagging systems, an ambiguous tag’s accurate meaning can be inferred with the help of its co-occurred
tags. Our three-phase approach is extensible to combine its
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